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Editorial
It's good to welcome Jim Waters and Joe
Franklin to this issue of PBM Unearthed. The
increase in participation by members of the
PBM gaming community is pretty refreshing, if
you ask me. I would like to take this
opportunity to invite you to join the PBM party,
by submitting a written piece for inclusion into
a future issue. Things are just more interesting,
whenever more people participate.

Participation is key. It really and truly is. There
is no good substitute for it, either.

As some pull back from their own PBM
advocacy efforts, it is imperative that others
rise to the occasion, and step forward to help

offset the difference. It's also worth keeping in
mind that shifting one's PBM advocacy to
other aspects of play by mail gaming is also a
possibility, if one tires at trying to make a
positive difference in areas that seem to be
especially resistant to rewarding your efforts
with success.

In fact, I'm going to soon begin shifting some of
my own efforts in the PBM sphere. That certain
others do not capitalize on various efforts that
have been put forth does not mean that such
efforts were necessarily in vain.

Everything that I try does not meet with
success. Yet, now and again, I am fortunate to
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meet with varying degrees of success. Some
are immediate in nature, but others take time
to bring to fruition. What some might consider
to be small successes or small progress are at
times quite rewarding to me, on a personal
level.

I was recently told that I often bemoan the lack
of news from PBM companies. That is an
accurate observation. Even where such news
does exist, it typically isn't sent to me. The
concept of restructuring PBM gaming extends
to the concept of PBM news. The current
approach is broken. It really is a sad state of
affairs. Just count the number of companies.

Yet, if it's not all that important to PBM
companies and PBM GMs, then de-prioritizing
it on this end could allow for time, energy, and
effort to be diverted to other aspects of the
overall PBM scene. If PBM companies think that
their current approach to getting the word out
is working as they want it to, then they are
more than welcome to continue plodding
along with their current method of doing
things.

My aim isn't to simply regurgitate core, basic
level news from PBM companies. Rather, it is to
try and grow and broaden a public
conversation across the PBM spectrum. At
worst, I'll fail. Even still, perhaps I can nurture
the concept with at least a handful of PBM
companies and GMs - and if I can, then a
certain amount of success will follow, I believe.

Maybe my vision of what play by mail gaming
could be is not a vision shared by many who
have PBM companies and stables of PBM
gamers, and who are used to doing what
they've been doing all along for quite some
time now. And if that's where they're happy
and comfortable, who am I try and nudge them
out of their comfort zones? I'll focus elsewhere.

At some point in the next few weeks, I suspect
that the amount of free time that I have will
begin to be constrained and circumscribed. As
far as how that may impact PBM Unearthed, it
is still too early to tell, at this point in time.

PBM Unearthed isn't just a play by mail
newsletter. It is also a series of collections of
links to a wide variety of things PBM-related. I
am trying to grow these collections of links,
one issue at a time. These aren't just for the
current mass of PBM gamers. Rather, it's as
much for new and returning PBM gamers that
will come along in the coming months and
years, as it is for current PBM gamers.

Back when I published the old Suspense &
Decision magazine, I published a grand total of
just eighteen issues. By comparison, this issue
of PBM Unearthed is Issue #17. One more issue
will tie the number of issues that I published of
S&D, back before Jon Capps resurrected it
from its dusty digital grave.

When I launched PBM Unearthed, I decided to
raise the bar for PBM publication frequency.
Why? To get PBM gamers used to more
frequent doses of PBM "stuff" being brought
their way. The PBM gaming community has
demonstrated over the decades that it can
and will adapt to the reality of whatever the
PBM scene is or becomes.

I don't have any plans, currently, to bring PBM
Unearthed to an end, anytime soon. If
necessary, I will adjust the frequency of
publication, but odds are, I would simply
shorten the length of future issues, rather than
lengthen the amount of time between issues.

As always, thank you for tagging along, and for
being a part of it all. Participation seems to be
on the uptick, at present, and I am hopeful that
this will continue. Happy gaming!
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Galac-Tac

talisman-games.com

A Greater Destiny Awaits!

The Masters are gone!
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PlayByMail.Net 

Discord
Join the Play By Mail gang!

It's more than
just a chat.

It's a PBM
community!

Drop in and say, "Hi!"
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Recent History of FoTS

Fire on the Suns - FoTS started
quite a while ago, but I only
know the more recent history.
Greg Ellis designed the game, but had handed
the management of the game to a small
'steering committee', when his Version 7 of the
rules was considered several steps too far.

The Committee took the Version 6.0 rules, and
started a Beginners game. I was invited in to
play, having had half the committee play in my
games, at one time or another. I struggled to
understand the rules, to make sense of the
spreadsheet, and to understand the way the
game worked. It seemed rather time-
consuming to plan a turn - at least for a newer
player, like me.

FoTS is a 4X game that covers single officers,
ships, bases, fleets and colonies, and far more. 

It is extremely complex, made worse by a
great deal of history of games that are often
referenced in the later game rules.

I joined a second game, and then two more,
though these latter two were short-lived. Greg
started a massive Star-Trek variant game, but
fell ill after just a few turns, and is no longer
capable of playing.

The Committee, meanwhile, produced the
Version 6.5 rules, which are the current
version. Several games were planned, and the
two games were wound up, as a Tool was
developed to assist the GM.

I assisted in the Tool and sheet development,
being retired and having more time than the
rest of the committee, combined. My
programming and Excel skills allowed me to
assist in the debugging of the VBA tool, though
I had hardly used VBA before.

Jim Waters

Fire on the SunsFire on the Suns
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After the Committee failed to respond to my
incessant queries in what I considered a
reasonable time-scale, I decided to continue,
alone – the Committee could either use my
results, or scrap them. Either way, I could learn
more about Excel, VBA and FoTS. I was
determined that new players would have more
assistance in planning turns, than before.
Everything would be standardized, and much
would be done by drop-down selection lists, in
addition to the calculations on the sheet, so
you could see how much of your budget was
spent.

The product of a few months work was enough
to convince the Committee that a test game
should be run, and that I should run it. After all,
I was the one who understood the tool best!

So started Pot Luck – a game where the dice
ruled – because I did not have enough
experience of FoTS to craft a balanced game.
A test game for the 6.5 rules.

Over the next year and a bit, I developed the
Tool and turn sheet, as I ran the game (an initial
9 players, if I remember). A player or two
dropped out quite quickly, and some more
joined. By Turn 22, we had been with the same
11 players for about 9 months. 22 Turns in 15
months is pretty good going. I allow players
about 2 weeks to do their turns, and I usually
get my results out in 2-3 days (growing as the
game progresses), plus a couple of days for
player reactions and battles.

Turn 23 may see two players drop, due to
chronic health issues, though one will remain in
contact as an observer. It will also see yet
more improvements in the game experience,
and the GM tool is going through a second
major review.

The Future

The aim is that before the end of the year (as
of Nov 2022) that the Tool will be wrapped up
so that it can be used by other GMs, and I
have a big update to the spreadsheet planned.
The problem is that the turn sheets are now so
large that it will take several days to upgrade
each player sheet to the new format!

I will likely continue the current campaign as
long as players are enjoying it. Ideally, the Tool
will be 'complete' enough, that the only
changes will be a new version to handle the
new format spreadsheet!

Several people wanted to start games, but
have not had the time. Hopefully, with the
drudge work of the turn processing done by
the Tool, we may get several new games
started, and more players may be invited!

Editor's Note: Want to know more
about Jim Waters? We've got you
covered with a bio of Jim in this issue.

Click HERE to go to the FoTS Discord
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Star Fleet
WARLORD

Strategic Campaign in the High Arena

The Feds
Klingons

Romulans
Hydrans

Gorns
Lyrans

Andromedans
all await you!

Franz

Games
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PBM News

Game 951: 1650
 Pre-aligned neutrals to ensure a balanced
game.
 Up to 2 nations per player.
 One champion character per nation.
 Northmen and Quiet Avenger have a 40
em.
 Player mentor needed - play 2 nations, get
one free!
 16/24 nations available

Game 952: 1650 1 week Gunboat
 2 nations per player.
 One champion character per nation.
 Northmen and Quiet Avenger have a 40
em.
 6 rewards per nation.
 Shared results.
 Normal diplos.
 7/12 positions available

Game 616: Kin-strife 3 nation Gunboat
 3 nations per player.
 New comboes: Loyalists: 2/3/22 and 4/5/6,
vs. Usurpers 11/12/15 and 13/14/21.
 Boosted setups - 20% extra points for
nation 1, 10% extra points for nation 2.
 One nation free as long as you have three
nations in play!
 2/4 positions available

Game 617: Kin-strife
 Up to 2 nations per player.
 Pre-aligned or unaligned starting neutrals
will be decided nearer game start.
 6/14 nations available

Middle-earth PBM

All Games Starting Soon
The following games are currently accepting
setups, and due to start soon. Click on any of
the links below full details or to sign up. 

Champions of Middle-earth
 Try a game of our latest 2 player module, now
with rebalanced NPCs.

Game 257: 2950
 3 nations per player.
 One nation free as long as you have three
nations in play!
 8/8 positions available

Game 258: 2950 Gunboat 
 3 nations per player.
 One nation free as long as you have three
nations in play!
 8/8 positions available

From PBM Companies & GMs
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Game 415: Fourth-age 3 nation Gunboat
3 nations per player.
 One nation free as long as you have three
nations in play!
 2/8 positions available

 
Game 416: Fourth-age
 Up to 2 nations per player.
 24/25 nations available

 
Dropout Positions
 None at present.

Grudge Games
Ulrik Bisgard, 1650 module, no other
preferences.

Click here to access the most recent
newsletter for Middle-Earth PBM.

me@middleearthgames.com

Galac-Tac

Announcement from Galac-Tac    
 (September 24, 2022)

Galaxy #149 is open and filling with new
players. It will be a slow game with a 4-
week turnaround so busy players will have
plenty of opportunity to work on their
turns. A swifter 2-week galaxy (#113) is still
looking for more players, too.

Galac-Tac Game News From Galac-Tac    
 (October 1, 2022)

Announcement for all Galac-Tac players -
news of a fun new opportunity!

Beginning immediately, all new games
(plus galaxy #129 already in play) will now 

include new rewards for victorious
players! The more opponents you defeat, 
the bigger your prize will be, based on the
initial number of actively-playing
opponents in your galaxy. Your prize will
be bonus months of free online play time,
or half-off turn fees for postal players.

There will be three levels of rewards:
* If the Masters return, ending the game,
then the player in first place will receive
two play bonuses per opponent.
* If the Masters return, ending the game,
then the player in second place will
receive one play bonus per opponent.
* If one player conquers all other empires
(earning a military victory before the
Masters return), then that player will
receive three play bonuses per opponent.

This could amount to as much as 3+ years
of additional on-line gaming if you are the
victor in a large galaxy! Let that provide
you some extra motivation to pursue
victory and eliminate all those lesser
beings!

galactac@talisman-games.com
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Who is Jim?
a bio on Jim Waters

I'm 63, always lived in England, and was
introduced to War-gaming and Role
Playing in the 1970's. For both, I
preferred a long-running story, a
Campaign!

Quite early on, I began to run both War-
games Campaigns and RPG Campaigns,
when I could, although played in far more
than I ran. Always in-person, until I found
a couple of postal and email games.

My work has always been in Computers,
initially as a Programmer and then as
Analyst-Programmer. I often toyed with
doing a PBM game using my
programming skills, but rarely had the
time to progress the idea. And of course,
when I had the time, I did not have the
funds to invest in my own computer.

Early on, I had used Commodore and BBC
computers, but found programming on
them unproductive, compared to the
computers at work.

I played less and less War-Games, and
more and more RPG. I ran games of King
Arthur Pendragon at a couple of
conventions in Blackpool. Toyed with
many ideas, but none came to fruition.

In the 90s, I took a break from most of
the gaming, and concentrated on
building a family.

At some point, I got my own PC and MS-
Excel, and built a game (European
Dynastic Empires) which used macros to
build player turn-sheets. EDE went
through several iterations, and got more
and more complex. Then, I had to replace
my PC and move to the new-era MS
Excel, which had been designed to hide
several things I used in my system. It took
me months to get my macros to work
with the new Excel, and by then, I had
lost the will to run games!

More and more of my gaming was online,
and I played and ran several games, even
Campaigns, using Roll20 as a platform.
RPGs seemed to work here, but War
games never really took off.

A couple of years ago, I came upon FoTS
(Fire on The Suns), and played in two 
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games. I was surprised that the Excel
turn-sheets were so primitive, and added
to the difficulty in understanding rules
written, and edited multiple times, by
Americans!

I joined a couple of short-lived FoTS
games, and got to see how other players
used the sheets. Each seemed to do it
differently, and each interpreted the
rules in their own way. No wonder GMs
took so long to process turns.

One player had been building a tool to
assist the GM. I assisted with bug-fixing, 
and slowly took over the whole project,
as I had much more time. Finally, just  

over a year ago, it was suggested I should
run a game to test the Tool and Sheet.
The result was that the Tool has
developed greatly, and I have many
thoughts for more development! I am
currently waiting on Turn 23 to process.

Recently, I came upon this magazine, and
as a result, I joined Atlantis, Ilkor and The-
Isles games.

Favourite Games (Alphabetically) : D&D,
EnGarde!, FoTS, KAP, Traveller.

Games Played : Too many to list!
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For me, the win of PBM
is a seat at the table to a
giant shared gameworld
that exists in the mind
of the players. They can
plan/grow/plot/betray
for months or years in
real time, while they
journey through the
game in a way quite
unlike any other form of
gaming.

Fungus
11/05/2022

What Are They Saying?

I’ve just seen that
Shadowalker used to
play Xanoth - any
more of my old
players here?

Richard Lockwood
11/02/2022

I've just read the small
mention of Xanoth in the
PBM zine that one of the
guys on here does and
suddenly I've gone all
teary eyed. I need my Jack
Daniels now.

Shadowalker
10/17/2022

I've been mulling over a
reboot/overhaul of
Atlantis

melf
11/05/2022

I've got a new Atlantis
turn to crunch on.

melf
11/04/2022

You're making me
tempted to start MI
again though never got
very far before. Some of
the old experienced
players might return if
they see some activity.
FaceBook's another
option, like KJC did with
Quest.

TVMike
11/04/2022

For the new game, I
want to be able to have
maps at the solar
system, planet,
quadrant, sector, and
underground, all
database driven. I plan
on using hex maps. A
player starts with a
single ship and can
pretty much go and do
anything. To the
Empire, you were a
trouble maker and a
population problem,
now you are a bold
explorer!

Geric
10/03/2022

All of the old Monster
Island mapping
software is not allowing
anything to save.

Oubliette
11/05/2022

MadHouse offer some
excellent themed seasonal
deals including for
Halloween. Can't wait to
see what they offer for
Christmas.

TVMike
10/30/2022

But that’s the draw of a pirate.
Fat money and balls of steel
while you bite your thumb at
your victims getting upset.

Drused
10/22/2022
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Galac-Tac
Galactic Conflict
Gameplan
Gameplan Baseball
The Glory of Kings
Heroic Fantasy
Hoopplan
Hyborian War
Ilkor: Dark Rising
Imaginary Wrestling Association
It's A Crime
KnightGuild
Legends
Les Petites Bêtes Soyeuses
Lords of the Earth
Middle-earth PBM
Mobius I
Monster Island
Nuclear Destruction
PBeM - Spiele
Phoenix: Beyond the Stellar Empire
Quest
Quest of the Great Jewels
Raceplan
Regime Change
REN1493
Renaissance
Riftlords
Rome is Burning

PBM Links
2300 A.D. - The Great Game
Adventurer Kings
Agema
Ancient Empires
Alamaze
Austerlitz
Atlantis Miskatonic
Atlantis: New Origins
Atlantis PbeM
Battle Plan
Clash of Legends
Combat Conditional Podcast
Company Commander
Continental Rails II
Covert Operations
Dark Age
Diplomacy World
Duel2
DungeonWorld Adventures
DungeonWorld Estates
Empires
Engarde!
Eressea
Extra Time
Extra Time: Chairman
Feudal Lords
Fire on the Suns
Flagship
Forgotten Realms
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PBM Links
(Continued)

Other Links

RSW: Retro Space Wars
Run Chase
Scramble for Empire
Slapshot
Soccer Star
Soccer Stats
Spaceplan
Star Chase
Star Fleet Warlord
Starweb
Stellar Conflict
Summit PBM
SuperNova: Rise of the Empire
Suspense & Decision
Takamo
The Isles PBM
Throne of Cofain
TribeNet
Victory! The Battle for Europe
War of the Dark God
World Wide Battle Plan
Wraith

Tabletop Spirit
To Win Just Once

PBM Gaming could use some
new play by mail games to
come on the PBM scene with
varying degrees of
complexity.

Entry-level PBM gaming is an
overlooked market, and
especially for inmates who,
generally speaking, need PBM
games that are affordable to
them. Low budget, low-
complexity, entry level
innovation is needed to tap
into a wider inmate market.
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PBM Unearthed would
like to wish a full and
swift recovery to
Chuck M of the Fire on
the Suns player
community.

https://www.facebook.com/PlayByMail/
https://twitter.com/playbymail
http://rswgame.com/en/welcome
https://www.pbmsports.com/runchase.htm
https://agema.org.uk/Scramble_for_Empire.html
https://www.pbmsports.com/slapshot.htm
https://www.soccerstar.org.uk/
https://www.pbmsports.com/soccerstats.htm
https://www.pbmsports.com/spaceplan.htm
https://www.pbmsports.com/starchase.htm
http://www.play-by-e-mail.com/index.html
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/starweb.html
https://pbem.dk/stellar/top.html
https://www.summitpbm.co.uk/
http://www.rollingthunder.com/supernova/index.htm
https://suspense-and-decision.com/
http://www.takamouniverse.com/takamo/
https://the-isles.co.uk/
https://pbem.dk/cofain/
https://tribenet.com.au/
http://www.rollingthunder.com/victory/index.htm
https://pbem.dk/wotdg/
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/battplan.html
https://wraith.dev/
https://tabletopspirit.com/
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Imperial Conquest in the Age of Conan
Now you can live the most powerful legend of them all. HYBORlAN WAR   is a Play-By-

Mail game where you control the destiny of the Hyborian Age of Conan. Aquilonia

with her Black Dragon knights, slumbering Stygia gathering her wizards, the

fantastically helmed armies of Kambulja in the east. Any one of these kingdoms is

yours to rule, or choose from over thirty others -- unique and authentically recreated

from the Conan series.

policies of your land, giving your subjects good government

or bad. Call upon your priests to speak the wisdom of

prophecy and council. Command the sorcerous incantations

of wizards. Indeed, the tide of war may turn upon their

arcane magics. Rule and Conquer! It is an age of empire and

the jeweled thrones of the earth await you.

HYBORIAN WAR is owned and operated
by Reality Simulations, Inc.

©1985 Reality Simulations, Inc.

www.reality.com

1985 Conan Properties, Inc.   All rights reserved.
Trademarks of Conan Properties, Inc.

TM

PLAY

Write us for our free, no obligation set-up & rules 
Reality Simulations, Inc.
P.O. Box 22400
Tempe, AZ 85285-2400
(480) 967-7979
csr@reality.com

Turn fees are $5, $7, or $9/turn, depending on
the size of the kingdom you choose to play.

ASK US ABOUT OUR DUEL2   GAME, ALSO!TM

The absolute gripping power of this world can be yours. Send forth your lords and

generals to lead the armies of invasion. Send forth your heroes to adventure, your

spies to kidnap nobles, steal secrets, and assassinate your enemies! Decree the 
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Alex Bardy is the editor of
Tabletop Spirit magazine. It's
free, so check it out!
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Hi Grim,

Another great issue. I notice your (personal)
reference to learning curves being a
distraction for new players starting a game
(citing TribeNet as an example). It is true that
TN has a lot of depth and complexity (which
appeals to some), but the steepness of the
learning curve depends on your standpoint.
At TN, we make it clear you don't need to
master, or even read, all the rules before you
start. In fact, you don't need to read many.
You start by following a very simple Orders
template, and then discover the depth of the
game by means of the small steps to take at
the start. After 8-10 of this steps, you are
ready to understand the depth the game
offers. 

Cheers, Peter

Editor's Note: Hello, Peter Rzechorzek! Yes, I
must confess that all learning curves
present potential obstacles-to-entry to
players into PBM games. After all, learning
curves do require an investment of both
time and energy to overcome. That's been
the case as far back as I can remember,
which for me goes back to the mid-1980s.

Feedback
Floating In

The rulebook for Tribenet, a document
callled The Mandate, is 141 pages long. A
separate document that I came across, one
called the Beginners Rules, turned out to be  
42 pages long. When I downloaded
something called the Tribe Manager, that
turned out to be a spreadsheet.

I do agree that the steepness of the learning
curve depends on one's standpoint. And
when one is new and unfamiliar with
TribeNet, as I am, the game has all the
appearances of a sizable learning curve. If
the game requires the use of spreadsheets
to play it, then that would be a real interest-
killer for me.

I did a search on the TribeNet Wiki for the
Orders Template that you mentioned. This
yielded another spreadsheet titled Example
Orders.xlxs.

I do know that many people play the game,
and that the most recent issue of Clan News
announced that 12 new clans had joined the
game, since the previous issue of that
publication. Yet, do I have a desire to do
battle with spreadsheets? That strikes me as
just more of a learning curve.
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Charles, Charles, Charles... your enthusiasm
is commendable. You carried this issue
almost entirely on your own. But may I make
a recommendation? If this is how things will
continue, slow down the release schedule.
Release it every other week. Spend the first
week of preparation writing whatever you
want, in all its verbose glory, and the second
week editing things down to at most 75% of
the word count of whatever you started
with. Editorials should be edited. What you
are publishing seems like stream-of-
consciousness rants, and nothing more. You
are representing the hobby right now, and I
recommend you take more pride in quality
over quantity. Trying to fill endless space on
a publishing schedule that really, no one but
you demands, is starting to feel detrimental
to the overall quality of the webzine. I think
it is good that you want to publish regularly,
but it is also important that what you publish
is truly good. I realize this is just a hobby for
you, but as you are a primary representative
of the hobby, I think you should stop and
truly weigh the import of your actions. I
really like what you have to say. I would like
it a whole lot more if you could say it in
fewer, carefully edited words. Careful
editing would make the whole endeavor
more appealing to readers, especially new
ones. PBM Unearthed is great overall, and I
think a lot of us here have a soft spot for
you. But you can do better.

FenrisK
---------------------------------------------------------
Editor's Note: Greetings, FenrisK! Your
feedback was a pleasure to encounter, as it
has some meat on the bones. Criticism is at
least as important as praise, in the quest to
refine and improve upon what PBM 

Thank you for your compliment on what
you term "my enthusiasm."

Yes, yourself and anyone else may make
recommendations.

Unearthed brings to the table for our
readership. So, let me take this opportunity
to try and respond to the points that you
raise.

With regard to your recommendation that I
slow down the release schedule, I do
understand where you are coming from, but
what you suggest would likely result in the
near-term death of PBM Unearthed. From
your perspective, you likely perceive that
the quality of this PBM newsletter would
improve, if I simply slowed down the
frequency of publication. That way, I would
have more time to prepare and refine each
issue, before releasing them.

On paper, that sounds good, doesn't it?
Except, in the reality of actual practice, I
wouldn't be more likely to spend more time
on each issue. As it is now, I don't know how
many hours per week that I spend on
compiling the issues. Encouraging me to
slow things down would, I think, be far more
likely to nudge me down the path of slacking
off and getting distracted with other things.

When I first created PBM Unearthed, one of
the things that I sought to do was to provide
a more reliable PBM publication, than
proved to be the case with Suspense &
Decision  magazine, way back when. It
wasn't by pure chance that I set a weekly
rate of publication for PBM Unearthed, 
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Editorials should be edited, huh? You
shouldn't operate on an assumption that
what ends up making its way into issues
of PBM Unearthed hasn't been edited, at
all. Granted, it may not seem that it has,
to you, perhaps, but I sure do recall
doing an awful lot of editing, thus far -
including the very issue which prompted
you to complain about the need for
editing.

when I created it and set it into motion. This
issue will make 17 issues that I have
published, since I first started, and I suspect
that by this point in time, the challenges
and difficulties of trying to publish PBM
Unearthed are something that I have
become intimately familiar with.

As I have said previously, PBM Unearthed is
my last grand hurrah, for this type of thing.
When it dies, no matter why it dies and no
matter what sets its death into motion, I
don't have any plans to then set something
similar to it into motion, ever again. So,
were I to take your advice and cut the rate
of frequency in half, if it ends up not being
the solution that you envision, the end
result would likely be the demise of an
admittedly imperfect PBM Unearthed.
Therefore, I ask you, is that a risk that you're
willing to take? It's not a risk that I am
comfortable with taking, at this point in
time. Will the quality of PBM Unearthed be
improved upon, by inadvertently killing it?

Maybe I should begin leaving every edit that
I make in each issue, and simply strike
through the portions that I edit. You might
end up surprised at how much each issue
would grow, if I went that route.

As far as me trying to fill endless space, I
never try to fill endless space. On its
face, that would be impossible. I do,
however, write more for some issues of
PBM Unearthed than I do for others.
That's not unnatural for me, FenrisK. The
primary governing rule for publishing
issues of PBM Unearthed is that they will
be a minimum of just two pages in length
- the front cover and one page of other
content. Originally, I was going to aim for
a maximum of 8 pages in length, per
issue, but that got tossed by the wayside
many issues back. Even 8 pages in length
proved to be far too lengthy to allow me
to create an inmate-friendly version of
PBM Unearthed, as it would exceed the
character length limit of CorrLinks.

It is worth highlighting, I think, a particular
sentence from Issue #16, the issue that
prompted your complaint about the editing.
Specifically, that sentence in question is:

This issue, I have decided to splurge on
my use of words, and to indulge myself
with a slow walk of a response. 

That lengthy response to Alex Bardy's e-
mail, which included that sentence above,
actually set the stage for that entire issue.
You see, that response to Alex was the first
bit of writing that I did for Issue #16, as I
began to put the issue together. I began
writing that reply to Alex at 6:26AM on a
Wednesday morning. Having already
decided to splurge on my use of words,
economy of verbosity was not the animating
energy which allowed me to write either
that particular response, specifically, or
that particular issue, in general.
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Where your "stream of consciousness"
accusation is concerned, as I routinely
write in an off-the-cuff manner, there is
a good bit of truth in what you say.
Adding another week between issues
won't alter my underlying writing style.

If the "overall quality" of PBM
Unearthed is already beginning to slip
and has become diminished, well,
perhaps I should begin winding things
down on my end. I will readily concede
that the quality of my writing peaked
long ago, probably more than 20 years
ago, if I had to venture a guess. 

If the way that I write isn't up to snuff, then I
could always fire myself, and let someone
else take over and fill my shoes. That would
certainly free up a lot of time for me to
pursue other things. After all, there's always
countless other things that the time I spend
on PBM Unearthed (for all its flaws - of
which there are many) could be allocated
to. Honestly, I'm not really sure that
sacrificing the vast bulk of time that I used
to spend writing letters, in order to
undertake breathing life into PBM
Unearthed, was worth it. Doing this is far
more tedious than doing that ever was.

Certainly, my memory isn't quite as good as
it once was. For some reason, I just kept on
aging. Heck, even my eyesight is but a pale
shadow of what it was, once upon a time
ago, FenrisK. Plus, too, there's a mountain of
irrefutable evidence that I haven't
succeeded on a broad level in persuading a
bevy of really good writers to take up the
gauntlet, and pick up my slack.
Occasionally, though, we've been fortunate

Thank you for the accolade that you
bestowed upon me, by referring to me as
a primary representative of the hobby.
That's quite flattering, though I really do
think that this honor is misplaced and
wasted, by naming me as such a thing of
prominence.

I do agree that I can do better. In fact,
I've never met anyone in life who
couldn't do better, now that I stop and
think about it (not that I get out an awful 

to get a few others to send some articles in.
I thought that some of them were downright
decent.

At the very beginning, I opted to downgrade
from a magazine to just making PBM
Unearthed a mere newsletter. I did try to
make the original Suspense & Decision into
a magazine, back when I used to publish it,
but that ultimately proved to be one of my
failures in life. By the time that all is said
and done, perhaps PBM Unearthed will join
it on the Bonepile of Failure. Ironically
enough, when and if I succeed in publishing
issue #18 of PBM unearthed, that will
actually tie the number of issues of the
original Suspense & Decision that I
published, back before Jon Capps took it
over and began publishing it, anew.

Rest assured, PBM gaming is a hobby of
mine. It will likely never be more than that,
especially since I seem to be nearing the
latter part of my life. If it is true, though,
that I am, as you say, a primary
representative of the hobby, then who are
the other primary representatives of the
hobby?
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One of the great ironies that inhere in
the act and exercise of editing is that
editing is no de facto guarantor of an
article or editorial being shorter. It might
be, or it might not. As many times as not
over the course of my writing life,
editing has yielded net increases rather
than net decreases in word count. Of
course, it could be that I just don't know
what I'm doing. Certainly, editing is not,
and likely never will be, one of my
personal favorite pastimes.

Thank you and any others for having a
soft spot for me. I appreciate it, FenrisK!

lot, mind you).

That said, could I say less words? Sure. If I
do, though, it won't be in this issue, because
in this issue, I decided to extend unto you
the courtesy of a point-by-point response -
and that sort of thing tends to take time and
space, in order to accomplish.

One of the great things about reading is that
it requires an affirmative act on the part of
the individual doing the reading. If ever I
write an article or an editorial or just
whatever, and it turns out to be way too
long, then it is a simple enough matter for
anyone, even new readers, to just skim over
it or skip over it, altogether. I do that with
articles online all the time, in fact.

---------------------------------------------------------
I have been following the antics of Grim for
quite a few years now. I have watched Grim's
Herculean struggle to bring PBeM back from
death's door. In my opinion, Grim has
experienced moderate, but limited, success.
The thought that keeps popping up in my

brain is, "Can we build upon Grim's

foundation?"

I believe that the time has come for a
focused discussion on the following topic:
WHAT MAKES PBEM/PBM GAMING A
WORTHY ALTERNATIVE TO OTHER TYPES OF
GAMING? (my opinion) Each of us needs to
be able to verbalize EXACTLY what about
PBeM sets our gaming souls aglow. We need
to provide concrete examples from our past
PBeM games that illustrates the capacity of
PBeM gaming to provide a much deeper and
satisfying style of gaming than is currently
available in mainstream gaming.

If I were to encounter a potential recruit to
PBeM, I would use "Phoenix: Beyond the
Stellar Empire" as a good example of just
what is possible in our obsession/hobby. I
would tell the recruit that PBSE has been
constantly evolving for over 40 years. I
would tell the recruit about the numerous
alliances in PBSE full of veteran players who
patiently coach newbies. I would stress the
scalability of PBSE that allows 1 player to
run just a few small spaceships or entire
fleets of hundreds of ships/starbases. I
would tell the recruit that PBSE is just ONE
example of the depth of gaming possible in a
PBeM game.

Thanks for listening...
Aglar

Editor's Note: Hail, Aglar!

It was good - and refreshing - to stumble
upon your posting in the PlayByMail.Net
Discord. If there's ever been something in
need of sharing with the PBM Masses, this
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is it.

Not because you talk about my struggle to
bring PBeM back from Death's door, nor
because you characterize that struggle as
Herculean (thought I do appreciate the
sentiment).

Rather, because of this nugget of wisdom,
right here:

Each of us needs to be able to
verbalize EXACTLY what about
PBeM sets our gaming souls
aglow.

One's passion, one's love, one's affinity for
PBM/PBeM - this is where the heart of one's
ability to be persuasive lies. Unlock that and
share that, and that's when people will
begin to take greater notice, I think. Could I
be wrong about that? Oh, sure. Yet, if one
can't persuade others with their passion and
their love and their affinity for something,
then what else do they have in their arsenal
of words bigger or better or stronger than
that?
---------------------------------------------------------
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MiddleEarthGames.Com
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Not your Daddy's Midgard…

Discord
https://discord.gg/knightguild

Website & Forums
www.knightguild.com
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There's a wonderful PBM community
on Discord, and GrimFinger has kindly
created a Monster Island forum for
us! Join us, and share your past and
current MI tales.

NOTE: Monster Island is run by KJC
Games, who specialize in Strategy
Management Gaming.

Many of us share the same PBM
origin story - played in the 80s/90s,
fell off the game for one reason or
another, leaving behind maps, turns,
and penpals. With the resurgence of
interest in PBM (& PBeM) games,
some of us are looking back longingly
to our past adventures, and picking
up the adventuring bug. For me, it
was always Monster Island. There's
mystery, adventure, soloing, grouping,
religion - and much, much more.

KJC Gaming runs it, now. Back in my
day, it was Adventures By Mail. I
reached out to KJC, and after a few
bugs in the system (thanks, Google!),
I received Grendel's first free turn
results. I was instantly teleported
back to the early 90s, when I waited
anxiously at the mailbox for my next
turn. I was hooked! I am hooked.

I'm including the map of my first turn.
What do I hope to gain, by submitting
this article? I'd like to find current MI 
players and share information. 

Return to Monster Island
Joe Franklin
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A past jack-o-lantern
carved by our own
Richard Lockwood.

Atlantis:

Miskatonic
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A short Xanoth anecdote…

Again, if you can see where this is going,
possibly best to just ignore the rest of
the story and move on. If not…

One drunken night, Ruarigh, Dave and
Sandy got together to co-ordinate their
Xanoth turns. They all turned up, at the
same time, to the same inn, booked a
room, and had a small orgy. Described
in graphic, graphic detail. Frankly I
should have sent it in to Razzle
Magazine. And then expected the

replies to be written in the same style.

Thanks guys, definitely the most
awkward turns I ever had to write.
Fortunately, I was able to hand them
their turn replies in person, as sending
them through the post would probably
have broken several obscenity laws.

Editor's Note: Be sure to catch
Richard Lockwood's newest article
that will be appearing in an upcoming
issue of Suspense & Decision
magazine. Don't disappoint PBM's
Super Agent by not reading it. As
always, Lockwood is counting on
YOU!

Richard
While I took Xanoth seriously (well,
fairly seriously) as a business, it was
often, shall we say, very silly. I may
have previously mentioned the lady
called Joan, who ran the second hand
weapons shop. Yes, Joan’s Armour
Trading. Checks Yes I did. In issue six.
I’m obganiating. Sorry.

Still, I know I’ve not mentioned this

one… 

Sillyness did abound in the game. One
of the top players was Ruarigh.
Remember Ruarigh from the bus stop?
Episode 1. Do keep up.

Ruarigh played a warrior by the name
of John Scorpio, although he was
better known to friends, enemies and
authorities alike by his nom-de-guerre;
The Black Cucumber, named for his
enormous, um, appendage. Feel free to
move on to the next article, at this
point.

Dave – also from the bus stop – played

a flirty elf rogue type by the name of
Tamlynn Stormchild. Their mutual
friend, Sandy, played a 65 year old ex-
hooker by the name of Mary-belle Lee.

Lockwood
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Richard Lockwood hard at work five years ago.
Note: Richard was the only one to respond to my request that readers send in
photographs of their jack-o-lanterns or Halloween decorations.
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Atlantis: New Origins  - atlantis-pbem.com

The Kingdom of Bereny is a complex kingdom with a
rich history and is probably the most 'civilised'
nation in the world (of those known at least).
Nevertheless, outside of its city walls or busy towns
the land is rife with monsters and fell creatures
preying on those foolish enough to fall into their
clutches. It is a land of law and order, where the
King's royal armies enforce a fair rule. It is also a land
of great danger, where grizzled adventurers brave
the inhospitable regions to keep the ever-growing
tide of evil races at bay.

DO YOU DARE JOIN DUNGEONWORLD?
MADCENTRAL.CO.UK
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